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Brand Casting & Placement 

Product placement is a combination of epos and referral 
systems. It’s the only or one of the very few kinds of 
advertising that will be able to continue its existence in the 
future. The upcoming challenge in the branded entertainment 
industry will be based on mastering the art and science of 
brand casting and integrating the brand to the narrative in a 
subtle way that doesn’t interfere with the mise en scène, the 
character (as the influencer) and the plot. 

http://bit.ly/2yTp6uu 

Mini article

Spotify launches RISE, a new emerging artist program. 

http://tcrn.ch/2yDN9fX 

Apps 

Udemy 

This app serves as a global 
marketplace for learning and 
teaching online where more than 14 
million students are mastering new 
skills and exploring hobbies with 
help of over 42,000 courses taught 
by expert instructors. 

http://apple.co/2u4XkHZ 

Books 

The Second Machine Age 
by E.Brynjolfsson & A. McAfee 

In this non-pessimistic book that 
draws on years of research the 
authors identify the best strategies 
for survival in the second machine 
age and offer a new path to 
prosperity in the new economy. 

http://amzn.to/2iqIk3o 
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Italian Job 

Theatrical aesthetics lead to total communication that isn’t 
showbusiness. It is pure theatre - a form of high art and it is 
one of the means for Powerful Relations (PR). The actor must 
‘be there’ or be that person that he/she wants to be until, as  
the actor Cary Grant put it, one becomes that person or that 
person becomes him or her. In this article M. Gannon from 
Edelman Chicago describes the relationship between good 
content and body language. 

http://bit.ly/2zm4Dv1 

A Return to 
Banking Secrecy 

The establishment of a crypto 
currency cluster in Zug now provides 
a welcome boost to the industry and 
a potential way to return to 
Switzerland’s good old banking 
secrecy, a finews.com analysis 
shows. It is one of the ideal 
economies with best conditions for 
businesses with crypto-currencies. 
As it was said in the novel of 
H.Hesse ‘everything returns’. 

http://bit.ly/2hM1pt8 

2017 Nobel Prize 
in Economics 

The 2017 Nobel Prize in economics 
went to a behavioral economist 
rather than a conventional 
economist again. The next phase 
will be focused on the humanization 
of humanomics and slowly saying 
goodbye to conventional 
economics. Here is a short interview 
about why the emphasis on human 
nature is growing among the top 
decision-makers. 

http://bit.ly/2is8q6c 

No Segmentation = No Mapping 

Segments do not change over time. Their size 
may change but they don’t change over the long 
term. The process of accurate segmentation not 
only remains to be of fundamental importance, 
being one of the first steps before proceeding in 
anything for strategic communications but it also 
is more important than before due to rapid 
changes in economy, the overabundance of choice 
and information. Today, no segmentation equals 
to no mapping and also to high level of complexity 
and risk for businesses and brands. 

http://bit.ly/2zHzLp5 
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